Eon Tracker
MAKE TRACKING EASY FOR ORGANIZATION
Eon Tracker is a powerful, easy-to-use web-based software that helps organizations
to track business issues, monitor the progress and automatically

Graphical Reporting

manage issues ensuring resolution.

Eon Tracker generate reports and create dynamic
dashboards to present the real time data to monitor

After every assessment or audits, organizations gets a pile of issues, non conformity

the progress on executive table.

and vulnerabilities that needs to be resolved by different departments within the organization. The biggest problem is “How to assign tasks” and “How to monitor the progress”.
Eon Tracker helps companies to assign the issues to the respective department, monitor the progress and provide KPI based graphical reporting to the stakeholders.

Track the Issue Resolution
Monitor Progress—Achieve Results

Deadline / Task Assignment
This useful feature of Eon Tracker allows the user to
upload the issues on the server and assign it to the
respect stakeholder to fix it as per the set schedule
and deadline.

Email Reminders
Eon Tracker sends a auto email to when a task is
assign to the relevant person to constantly remind
him about the task and deadline.

Portal Architecture

Integration with LDAP
Eon Tracker can we easily inte-

Eon Tracker is a web based software

grated with LDAP, more commonly

that supports any popular web browsers.

used with Microsoft Active Directo-
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Tracker is accessible from any client

zations connecting it with Email

machine within the network. Eon Track-

solution and enabling auto emails
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ronment.

User Friendly Interface
Eon Trackers well-designed interface provides the
user with a clear set of commands that can be used
to navigate effectively while simultaneously guiding
the user through the critical path.

Role Based Privileges
Multiple users can work on Eon Tracker and their
rights will be managed according to their role in the
organization as per the requirement of a comprehensive Role based privilege system.

Eon Tracker is ideal for those organization who have compliance requirements, i.e. ISO, Information Security etc and they nee d to resolve
multiple issues within large organizations
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